
Dear Harvest Partner,
We’re at the end of the age for sure. One can see there is such disrespect for our flag, for our founders and disrespect

for In God We Trust. We’re living in an extraordinary era and the closing age of vital prophecy plus nature’s
devastation and the world’s worst international crisis! The scripts predicted at the end of the age the unexpected and
surprises would be the norm of the hour! And we have seen some of the most unusual mysteries and occurrences
concerning every type of occurrence imaginable! But nature’s wrath has been the worst in recorded remembrance!
Seemingly all weather records broken. Earth is heating up with many fires in many countries. All of this was
predicted in the Scrolls and was a warning for Christians to choose between the Translation or be faced with the Great
Tribulation and world dictatorship followed by atomic holocaust! Let us see what Neal Frisby said:

“A multitude of signs have been given revealing the time of all things are at hand! For a change we will list a few
different types and variety below. Mysterious light! First we will reveal God’s angels. – Enoch and Elijah left in a
celestial ship! (II Kings 2:11) The prophet saw God’s patrol of angels! Some even walked out of their celestial
wheels (Ezek. 1:4-5, & 16). The prophet saw them going up and down and returning as a flash of lightning! vs. 14,
And the living creatures ran and returned as the appearance of a flash of lightning. Also Daniel called them
watchers. David saw the chariot of the Lord! Moses saw him! Men have tracked them on radar traveling thousands of
miles per second. Some have been recorded as the speed of light. There has been a rash of these sightings especially in
the last few years. “God is separating His people from systems and watching the deeds of mankind!” Isa. 40:22 said it
has been known that, He sitteth upon the circle of the earth! How? In His chariot. These positive lights have been
revealing the terrible calamities which have befallen the earth. And more shall be! “The cup of iniquity is full saith the
Lord. As it runs over I will take My elect out! Prepare ye the way of the Lord. He returneth soon! – Super quakes,
asteroids, then greater asteroids and comets will bring disaster to the earth and sea! And great winds and storms as
wickedness and immorality increase!”

Mysterious lights in the negative! Even these are evil. Lights are signs that perilous and dangerous times are ahead.
(Once Bro. Frisby said there would be evil lights at the end of the age, to confuse the people.) They also forerun the
coming down of Satan, as he controls the earth with a satanic prince in a personage! Rev. 12:12, Therefore rejoice, ye
heavens, and ye that dwell in them. Woe to the inhabiters of the earth and of the sea. For the Devil is come down
unto you, having great wrath, because he knoweth that he hath but a short time. – Notice that the elect are in
heaven as the mark of the beast starts and the Great Tribulation goes into full force! “So we see the positive reveals that
time is short with the coming of the Lord and the following apocalyptic judgments!” Just as the negative signs forerun
world dictatorship and some powerful cataclysms! Luke 21:11 reveals there will be fearful sights and signs from the
heavens! This could include all the above things, plus the falling of star fragments. (Rev. 8:8-10) Comets, fire and
brimstone, atomic and energy weapons. “Let us all work swiftly for we see harvest will soon immediately end. Watch
and pray!” This is the hour to rejoice! Yet weep for souls! For I foresee so great will be the destruction of the earth unless
one could see it, it would be hard for even the spiritual mind to comprehend! O, yes, the earth axis will tilt, and
darkness will cover the face of the earth for a while. But evidently before this we will already be caught up in the arms
of Jesus! We are living in the very latter time of the prophetic Church Age as God is pouring out His final blessing of
restoration! Let us help, pray and work as quickly as we can! We are in the final hours of harvest. The midnight cry is
going forth, the thunders are rolling! “The Lord now is encamping about the ones that He shall gather together for the
going away!” And the rain drops of the fiery spirit are falling! Behold let Him hear what the spirit saith unto the
Churches (elect). Note: The letters and Scripts are a real treasure and guidance to those who are expecting to be in His
presence soon! - End quote.

This month I have a wonderful book called “Confidence – 3 Ways” and included is a sermon, “God’s Healing and
Health Insurance.” Also a DVD called “The Anchor and the Foundation.” There is a wonderful blessing to those who
support this ministry. I appreciate it and will be remembering you in prayer.

Your Brother in Christ,
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